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Introduction 
Let R be a regular local ring and let J be a proper ideal of R. There are two 
standard numerical characters measuring the singularity of R/J, namely 
(i) the character v*(J) of J defined by Hironaka in [3], and 
(ii) the Hilbert function Hg), of R/J. 
The effect of a permissible blowing-up on v*(J) was studied by Hironaka and it 
played a central role in his proof [3] of the resolution of singularities in characteristic 
zero. In the hope that it might be useful in resolving singularities in positive 
characteristic and, in any case, to get a better understanding of the desingularization 
process, the effect of a blowing-up on the Hilbert function also was studied in [l, 4,6, 
71. It turns out that under a permissible blowing-up the singularity of a local ring, 
whether measured by Y* or H”’ does not get worse. Moreover, it was proved in [4] 
that under such a blowing-up the V* of the singularity does not change if and only its 
Hilbert function does not change. This suggests a close relationship between v*(J) 
and H$),, a study of which is the object of this paper. The first trivial observation to 
be made is that neither of v*(J) and H”’ n,, determines the other. See the two 
examples at the end of this section. Motivated by these examples, we define a 
refinement v**(J) of v*(J). The character v**(J) is a matrix whose first row is v*(J). 
We show that v**(J) determines H”’ nII (Theorem 2.1). Thus v**(J) may be regarded 
as a common refinement of v*(J) and H$),. In this sense v**(J) is a strict refinement 
of v*(J) and gives more information about the singularity than v*(J) does. This leads 
one to hope that under a permissible blowing-up some improvement in the 
singularity of R/J may be detected in terms of a change in some entry of the matrix 
v**(J) even though no change takes place in its first row v*(J). However, this does 
not happen at least in the case of a blowing-up which is residually rational. For we 
prove in Theorem 3.3 that if R/J -, RI/J’ is such a blowing-up then v*(J) = v*(J’) 
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implies Y**(J) = Y** (J’). A consequence of this theorem is Corollary 3.4 which is an 
extension of [4, Theorem III] in the case of a blowing-up which is residually rational. 
All the numerical characters referred to above depend only on the associated 
graded ring of R/J. Therefore a natural setting for defining and studying Y**(J) is the 
category of graded modules over a graded ring. This is how we do it in Section 1. In 
Section 2 we apply the results of the first section to ideals of a regular local ring. In 
Section 3 we study the effect of a permissible blowing-up on v**(J) and prove our 
main result. 
We now give two examples which show that neither of v*(J) and H~)J determines 
the other. Let R = k[[x, y]] be the formal power series ring in two variables over a 
field k. 
Example 1. Let J = (x*y, xy*)R, J’= (x3, xy*)R. Then dim R/J = 1 = dim R/J’. It is 
clear that v*(J) = (3,3, co, co,. . .) = v*(J’). However, Hg), # H$j,,. For H$,(n) = 
2 for all n 3 3, whereas H!$,, (n) = 1 for all n 3 4. 
Example 2. Let J = (x*y, xy*, y4)R, J’ = (x3, xy*)R. Then dim R/J = 1 = dim R/J’. 
We have v*(J) = (3,3,4,00, co,. . .), Y*(J’) = (3.3, co, co,. . .), so that v*(J) # v*(J’). 
However, it is easily checked that we have H$$J = E@,,. 
1. The character Y** 
Let A = Q&- A, be a graded ring with A, = 0 for n < 0 and A0 a field. Let 
A+ =&=I A,,. We denote by $& the category of finitely generated, graded A- 
modules with homogeneous A-homomorphisms of degree zero. By an A-module 
(resp. A-homomorphism) we shall always mean one belonging to 9?__,. For an 
A-module M we denote by M,, the homogeneous component of M of degree n, so 
that M =BnsZ M,. Since M is finitely generated, we have M,, = 0 for n << 0. 
Therefore if A,M = M then M = 0. From this fact we immediately get the following 
well-known lemma. 
1.1. Lemma. Let I CA, be a homogeneous ideal of A. Let x1,. . . ,x, be homo- 
geneous elements of M and let fl, . . . , fr be their respective images under the natural 
map M + M/IM. Then x1,. . . , x, is a minimal set of generators of M if and only if 
z,,... , _C is a minimal set of generators of the A/I-module M/IM. 
In particular, taking I = A+ we see that any two minimal homogeneous ets of 
generators of M have the same cardinality, viz. dim& M/A+M. We denote this 
number by p(M). The order v(M) of M is defined to be inf{n E Z 1 M, # 0}, where we 
set inf(0) = co. A set x1, . . . , x, of homogeneous generators of M is called a standard 
base of M if r = p(M) and deg(xJ G * * - c deg(x,). If x1. . . . , X, is a standard base of 
M, we put vi(M) = deg(xi) for 1 G i s r and Vi(M) = CO for i 3 r + 1. The character 
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v,(M) of M is defined to be the infinite sequence 
v*(M) = (Vi(M), v2Gw, * - .I. 
This is well-defined in view of the following 
1.2. Lemma (cf. [3, ch. III, Lemma 11). Ler xl,. . . ,x, and xi,. . . , xi be standard 
bases of M. Then deg(xi) = deg(x: ) for every i. 
Proof. The assertion is clear for r = 0. Let r 3 1 and let vi = deg(xi), ~j = deg(xI), 
1 s i G r. Let v = v(M). Then it is clear that y1 = Y = ~‘1. Let s be such that Y = v1 = . . 
. . . = v, < vs+l, where we set Y~+~ = co. We claim that xl, . . . , xs is an AO-basis of M,. 
The linear independence of x1,. . . , xs over A,, is clear from the minimality of 
Xl,. * * , xr as a set of generators of M. On the other hand, if x E h4, then x = Cl_, aixi 
with ai E A homogeneous of degree v - vi. This means that Qi E A0 for 1 s i c s and 
ai = 0 for s + 1 d i G r, and our claim is proved. Thus s = dimA, M,. By the same 
argument applied to xi, . . . , xi we conclude that xi, . . . , xl is an Ao- basis of M, 
and, in particular, Vi = VI for 1 S i c S. Let N be the A-submodule of M generated by 
M,. Then the natural images of x~+~, . . . , X, (resp. x:+i, . . . ,x:) in M/N form a 
standard base of M/N. The lemma therefore follows by induction on r. 
Next, in order to define the character v,,(M), we recall that a free resolution 
. . . + Ei - di &_L-+...-+&-%M+() (*I 
of M in ‘SA is said to be minimal if ker di c A+Ei for every i 2 0. Using Lemma 1.1 it 
is easily checked that (*) is minimal if and only if Y*(Ei) = v,(im di) for every i 2 0. 
The following lemma is well-known. 
1.3. Lemma. There exists a minimal free resolution of M in 93~ and any two such 
resolutions are isomorphic over the identity map of M. 
This lemma permits us to make the following definition. 
1.4. Definition. Let 
. . .+&-D&_~+. . ._,,‘$_,M+O 
be a minimal free resolution of M in $&. The character v,,(M) of M is defined to be 
the infinite matrix 
v**(M) = (vii(M))i=O.j*i, 
where vii(M)= Vj(Ei)* For i 20 the row (Vii(M), Viz(M), . . .) will be denoted 
vi *(M). We write pi(M) for CL(&). 
Note that we have vi*(M) = v*(Ei) for every i and Q,*(M) = v*(M). Each row of 
v,,(M) has only finitely many entries not equal to co. The number of such entries in 
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vi,(M) is pi(M). If M has finite homological dimension, say equal to r, then every 
entry in V**(M) below the row v,,(M) is CO. 
The following lemma will be needed in Section 3. 
1.5 Lemma. Let 0 + K 1, ELM + 0 be an exact sequence in S,_,, where E is free with 
v,(E) = u*(M). Then vi*(M) = Q-~,,(K) for eoery i 2 1. 
Proof. Let 
a. .+Fi+&_l+-. .+,:K-rO 
be a minimal free resolution of K in sA. Then 
* - .+fi;;:“F;:_*+. . .+F,$E-&+t-j 
is a minimal free resolution of M. Therefore the assertion follows from the definition 
of V**. 
Recall that the dth Hilbertfunction of M is the map HCd’(M, *) : Z+ Z’ defined, by 
induction on d, as follows. 
H”‘(M 7 n) = dim& M “9 n E Z, 
H’d’(M n)= i 
, 
&d-l’ (M, i), d 2 1, n E Z. 
i = v(M) 
We shall often tacitly extend the domain of definition of HCd’F(M, .) to Zu{-00) 
by putting Htd’(M, -co) = 0. Note that, since M,, = 0 for n <v(M), we have 
HCd’(M, n) = 0 for n C Y(M). 
1.6. Lemma. Let E be a free A-module. Then for every integer d 2 0 and every integer 
n we haue HCd’(E n) -zpCE) 7 - I=1 HCd’(A, n - vi(E)) =x7_, HCd’(A, n - vi(E)). 
Proof. Let ei, . . . , e, be a standard base of E. Then el, . . . , e, is a free homogeneous 
basis of E. Therefore if vi = deg(ei) then for every integer n we have E, = 
@I_1 An_,et. Therefore, since vi(E) = vi for 1 <j c r and vi(E) = ~0 for j s r + 1, the 
assertion of the lemma follows easily by induction on d. 
1.7. Lemma. Let 
. . .+&d’.E,_,+. . .-+E,d”-M+O 
be a minimal free resolution of M in %A. Then : 
(i) u(Ei) 2 i + V(M) for every i B 0. 
(ii) For a fixed integern and for all integers d - >Oweha~eH’~‘(E~,n)=Ofori>>O;in 
fact, for i > n - v(M). 
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Proof. (i) is clear for i = 0, since we have u,(E,) = v*(M). Inductively, it is enough to 
prove that V(Ei) 2 1 + Y(E~-1) for i 3 1. NOW, for i 2 1 we have Y(Ei) = v(ker di_i) 2 
1 + v(Ei-l), since ker di-i c A+.Ei-1. This proves (i). 
Assertion (ii) is immediate from (i). 
1.8. Theorem (cf. [5]). Let M be a finitely generated graded A-module and let d, n be 
integers, d B 0. Then 
(8 Hcd’(A, n - Vii(M)) = 0 ifj > pi(M) or i > n - v(M). 
(ii) HCd’(M, n) = “_zy’ (-1)’ “i~‘H’d’(A, n -vii(M)) 
j=l 
= iEo (-1Y ifl ffd’(A, n - vii(M)). 
Proof. The second equality of (ii) follows from (i). Therefore it is enough to prove (i) 
and the first equality of (ii). Let 
. . .+Ei+Ei_1+. . ._,&+M_,O (1.8.1) 
be a minimal free resolution of M in %A. Since pi(M) = p (Ei) and vii(M) = vi(Ei) for 
alliz=O,jal,wehave 
Hcd’(Ei, n) = Wiy’ Hcd’(A, n - vii(M)) (1.8.2) 
j=l 
by Lemma 1.6. If i > n - v(M), then Hcd’(Ei, n) = 0 by Lemma 1.7. Therefore (1.8.2) 
shows that Hcd’(A, n - vii(M)) = 0 for all j if i > n -V(M). NOW, if j >Pi(M), then 
vii(M) = ~0, SO that Hcd’(A, n - vii(M)) = 0. This proves (i). Since Hcd’(Ei, n) = 0 for 
i > n - V(M), we get 
Hcd’(M, n) = “-z”) (-l)‘HCd’(Ei, n) (by (1.8.1)) 
i=O 
n-v(M) 
= ,F, (-l)i :[’ Htd’(A, n - vii(M)) (by (1.8.2)). 
1.9. Corollary. LetA = k[X1,. . . , X,] be the usually graded polynomial algebra in e 
variables over a field k. Let M be a finitely generated graded A-module. Let d, n be 
integers, d 2 0. Then 
where vii = Vii(M). 
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Proof. The first equality follows directly from Theorem 1.8, since under the given 
conditions we have 
HCd’(A, m) = (m,‘-‘;;d’“) 
for every integer m. The second equality follows from the fact that, the homological 
dimension of M being at most e, we have pi(M) = 0 for i > e. 
2. Application to local ideals 
Let R be a regular local ring. Let m be the maximal ideal of R and let gr,(R) be the 
associated graded ring of R with respect to m. If f is a nonzero element of R we 
denote by v,(f) the m-order of f and by in,(f> the initial form of f. Recall that 
v,(f) = sup{p E Z‘I f c m”} and in,,,(f) is the canonical image off in m”/m”+i, where 
Y = v,(f). If J is an ideal of R we denote by gr,(J, R) the initial ideal of J in gr,(R), 
i.e. gr,(J, R) is the (homogeneous) ideal of gr,(R) generated by the set {in,,,(f) If E 
J,f #O). 
The characters v*(J), v**(J) of J are defined by 
v*(J) = 4grdJ, RN, v**(J) = y**(grm(J, R)), 
where the right-hand sides are defined for the graded gr,(R)-module gr,(J, R) as in 
Section 1. Note that v*(J) is the first row of the matrix v**(J). We put 
vcii)(J) = vij(gr,(J, R)), p(I)(J) = pi(gr,,,(J, R)) for i 2 0, j 3 1. 
Let 0 be a noetherian local ring and let B be the associated graded ring of 0 with 
respect to its maximal ideal. The dth Hilbert function Hdd’ of 6 is defined by 
Hf’ = Htd’(B, * ), where the right-hand side is defined for the graded B-module B as 
in Section 1. 
2.1. Theorem. Let R be a regular local ring of dimension e and let J be a proper ideal of 
R. Then the character v**(J) determines the Hilbert function H~):I by the formula 
Proof. Let m be the maximal of R. Put A = gr,,,(R), I =gr,(J, R) and B = 
gr,,,(R/J). Then we have an exact sequence 
O+I-*A+B+O 
of natural homomorphisms. Therefore we have 
H:),(n) = Hcd’(B, n) = Hcd’(A, n) - Hcd’(l, n). (2.1.1) 
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Now, since R is regular of dimension e, A is the usually graded polynomial algebra in 
e variables over the field R/m. Therefore we have 
Hcd’(A, n)= (” -++;:;d). 
By Corollary 1.9 we have 




Since the homological dimension of the A-module B is at most e, that of I is at most 
e - 1. Therefore p(‘)(J) = @,(I) = 0, so that we may replace the upper limit e of the 
summation in (2.1.3) by e - 1. Now, the assertion follows from (2.1.1), (2.1.2) and 
(2.1.3). 
3. Effect of a permissible blowing-up on Y** 
Let A = ena0 A, be a graded ring with A0 a field. Let M be a (finitely generated, 
graded) A-module. We sometimes write v**(,J~) (resp. ~*(,&4), Vi*(AM)) for 
v,,(M) (resp. v,(M), Vi*(M)) to make it clear that we are considering the character 
in question for M regarded as an A -module. Let t be a homogeneous element of A of 
positive degree and let B = A/tA. 
3.1. Lemma. (i) v,(M) = v&(M/tM)). 
(ii) I_ t is a nun-zero divisor of A and M, then v,,(M) = v**(B(M/tM)). 
Proof. (i) By Lemma 1.1 we have v,(M) = v&.&f) = v&(M/tM)). 
(ii) We have to prove that Vi*(M) = Yi*(B(M/tM)) for every i b 0. For i = 0 this is 
clear from (i). Let 0 + K + E + M + 0 be an exact sequence of (graded) A-modules 
such that E is free and v*(E) = v*(M). Since t is a non-zero divisor of M, the 
sequence 
O-,K/tK+E/tE -*M/tM+O 
is exact. By (i) we get 
&(E/rE)) = G(E) = v,(M) = v&x(M/tM)). 
Therefore by Lemma 1.5 we have 
vi*(M) = v(i-r)* (K) and vi*(B(M/tM)) = Y(i-l)* (B(K/tK)) for i 2 1. 
Moreover, since t is a non-zero divisor of A, it is a non-zero divisor of E, hence of K. 
Therefore the assertion follows by induction on i. 
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3.2. Corollary. Let I be a homogeneous ideal of A. Let tl, . . . , t,,, be homogeneous 
elements of A of positive degree such that tl, . . . , t,,, is an A-regular sequence as well as 
an A/I-regular sequence. Let A’ = A/(tl, . . . , t,,,)A. Then v,,(I) = z~**(~,lA’). 
Proof. By induction on m it is enough to prove the assertion for m = 1. Put 
B = A/t,A. Since tl is a non-zero divisor of A/I, we have IB = I/tlI. Therefore by 
Lemma 3.1 we have v,,(I) = v*&IB). 
We now come to our main result. For all the undefined terms used in the statement 
and proof of Theorem 3.3 below, we refer the reader to [3], noting that we use the 
term blowing-up synonymously with monoidal transformation. 
3.3. Theorem. Let R be a regular local ring and 1etJbe a proper ideal of R. Let R --, R’ 
be a local homomorphism obtained from a blowing-up of R which is permissible for J. 
Assume that R + R’ is residually rational. Let J’ be the strict transform of J in R’. If 
Y*(J) = Y*(J’), then v**(J) = u**(J’). 
Proof. Let PC R be the center of the given blowing-up. Since R + R’ is residually 
rational and RIP is regular (P being a permissible center for J), there exists (see [3, 
Ch. III, Section 21) a regular system of parameters t, x1, . . . , x,, yl, . . . , yn of R such 
that the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) P = (t, x1, . . . , x,)R; 
(ii) PR’ = tR’; 
(iii) R’= S,, where S = R[xl/t, . . . , x,/t] and n is the ideal 
of S generated by t, xl/t,. . . ,x,/t, yl, . . . , y,,. Moreover, t, 
x1/t, *. . ,x,/t, Yl, . . . , y, is a regular system of parameters 
of R’. 
(3.3.1) 
Next, since P is permissible for J, there exists (by [3, Ch. III, Definition 81) a standard 
base fl,. . . , f, of J such that 
fiEPVi for ICiCr, (3.3.2) 
where vi = ord,,,(fi), m being the maximal ideal of R. Suppose now that Y*(J) = 
Y*(J’). Then by [3, Ch. III, Lemma 141 we may assume that the elements fl, . . . , f, 
further satisfy the following condition. 
Let gi = fi/t”l. Then ord,(g;) = vi, 1 G i d r, where m’ is the 
maximal ideal of R’. Moreover, gl, . . . , g, is a standard base 
of J’. 
Let A = gr,(R), A’ = gr,(R’). Then we have 
A=k[T,Xr ,..., X,,,, Yl,..., Y,], 
A’= k[T’,X;, . . . ,X;, Y;, . . . , Y:,], 
(3.3.3) 
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where k = R/m = RI/m’, T = in,,,(r), Xi = in,(xi), Yi = in,(yi), T' = in,(r), Xi = 
in,(Xi/t), Yi = inme( 1 G i S m, 1 Gj < fi. Let Cpi = in,(fi), (I: = in,(&), 14 i C f. 
Then it follows from (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) that vi E k[T, XI,. . . ,X,] for every i, 
1~ i <r. Further, it follows from (3.3.3) that for every i, 1 G i s r, we have 
vi = qi(Xi,. . * t Xm) E kI.Xl, - - * 9 Xml, 
ljli=Vi(X;r * f. 9 Xh)+ai withoiE(T’, Y;,..., YL)A’. 
(3.3.4) 
Finally, the assumption Y*(J) = Y*(/‘) implies, by [4, Lemma 231, that 
T’, Y;, . . . , YL is an A’/gr,(J’, R’)-regular sequence. (3.3.5) 
We are now ready to finish the proof of the theorem. Let us write I = gr,(J, R), 
I’ = gr,(J’, R’). We have then to show that ~*.&l) = ~,,(~.l’). Note that we have 
I = ($9, . . . , cpr)A, I’ = (G1, . . . , &)A’. Let B = k[X1, . . . , X,] c A. Since by (3.3.4) 
pi EB for 1 pier, we have I= (InB)A. Therefore, since B-A is flat, it is 
clear that we have Y**(,_,I) = v.+*(~(I nB)). Thus it is enough to prove that 
~*&(lnB))= Y*&,I’). Let us identify B with A’/(T’, Y;, . . . , YL)A’ via the 
k-algebra homomorphism p: A’ + B defined by p (Xi ) = Xi, 1 s i G m, p (T’) = 0 = 
p( Yj), 1 ~j G n. Then by (3.3.4) we have ~(rl/~) = pi, 1~ i s r. Therefore I’B = In B. 
Now, in view of (3.3.9, it follows from Corollary 3.2 that Y**(~(I n B)) = Y*&,I’). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3.4. Corollary. Let R be a regular local ring and let Jbe a proper ideal of R. Let R --* R’ 
be a local homomorphism obtained from a blowing of R which is permissible for J. 
Assume that R + R’ is residually rational. Let J’ be the strict transform of Jin R’. Then 
we have 
(1) u*(J’) d v*(J) in the lexicographic ordering; 
(2) Hko!,,g(n)~ H:),(n) for every n. 
Moreover, the following three conditions are equivalent. 
(i) Y*(J’> = Y*(J), 
(ii) v**(J’) = v**(J), 
(0) (0) (iii) Hn,,,, = Hnt,. 
Proof. For a proof of (1) see [3, Ch. III, Theorem 31. For a proof of (2) see [6, Main 
Theorem]. The implication (i) + (ii) follows from Theorem 3.3. The implication 
(ii) + (iii) follows from Theorem 2.1, since by (3.3.1) we have dim R = dim R’. For a 
proof of the implication (iii) + (i) see [l, Ch. II, Proposition (3.4)] or [4, Theorem 
III]. 
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